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Abstract
We point out a fruitful relation between Ruppeiner’s thermodynamic curvature of (d + 1)-
dimensional hyperbolic black holes in anti-de Sitter spacetimes and Renormalization Group
(RG) flows in the dual d-dimensional conformal field theories (CFTs) in Minkowski spacetimes.
In the framework of extended phase space, thermodynamic processes can be given as curves in
the (p, V )-plane, and correspond to the RG flows between dual CFTs. We compute the value
of Ruppeiner scalar along a zero mass black hole curve and find that it is a universal constant,
depending only on the dimension of space-time, implying that it is also a constant along the
RG flow between holographic dual CFTs.
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1 Introduction
In holography[1–4], a host of new developments in understanding Renormalization Group (RG)
flows in quantum field theories have taken place in last few decades, using in particular, en-
tanglement entropy as a key tool[5, 6]. It has been possible to compute entanglement entropy
in higher dimensional field theories using novel holographic techniques, there by, giving several
important results. For instance, for a general conformal field theory (CFT) in d-dimensions
having a (d + 1)-dimensional holographic dual which is asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS)
space-time, the universal contribution to entanglement entropy of a sphere, given as[7]:
a∗d =
pid/2Ld−1
8GΓ(d/2)
(1.1)
is found to be a decreasing quantity along RG flow[8, 9]. Here, L is the radius of AdS and
G is the Newton’s constant. Analysis of the above connection shows that a∗d is a generalized
central change keeping track of the number of degrees of freedom of CFTs, a higher dimensional
analogue of central charge in two dimensions. In even dimensions, the above conjecture coin-
cides with that proposed by Cardy[10] and is in agreement with proof of c-theorem discussed
by Casini et. al. in[11–13].
More recently, novel connections between entanglement entropy, RG flow and holographic heat
engines have been proposed [14] in the framework of extended thermodynamic phase [15–24]
(see[25] for an earlier review). Extended thermodynamics set up starts by augmenting stan-
dard thermodynamics[26–29] with additional pressure p and volume V terms in the first law.
Pressure is supplied through the relation p = −Λ/8piG, where the cosmological constant Λ is
considered to be a dynamical variable. In this set up, the mass M of the black hole is iden-
tified with enthalpy as H = M = U + pV , with U as the internal energy. Note that when Λ
is considered to be a constant, M = U , traditional thermodynamics follows. Thus, extended
thermodynamics is much more general, giving us a first law suitable for black holes in AdS space-
time as dH = TdS+V dp, where the volume can now formally be calculated as V = (∂H/∂p) |S .
One particular suggestion is that, just like when Λ is fixed and negative there exists a notion
of gauge-gravity duality, in the situation where Λ changes dynamically, there could also be a
meaningful holographic duality[22, 30–32]. For instance, when Λ is held fixed, the computation
of entanglement entropy of ground state of a CFT bounded by a spherical surface, is appro-
priately mapped to the thermal entropy of a hyperbolic black hole[7, 33, 34]. Exploiting this
set up and generalizing to the context of a varying Λ in extended thermodynamics framework,
shows that thermodynamic processes in the bulk can be interpreted as RG flows[35, 36] and
deformations of dual CFTs [14, 37]. In this RG flow in dual CFT, in addition to the change
in cosmological constant, the number of degrees of freedom get altered as well. There are also
exciting connections of these ideas with holographic heat engines, where net heat flows in the
pV diagram with chosen thermodynamic cycles, correspond to a tour in the space of dual field
theories[31]. More interesting results can be obtained by moving in the (p, V )-plane along curves
corresponding to massless black holes with hyperbolic horizons [34], where the RG flow from
UV to IR and the irreversibility of the coarse graining process turn out to be consequence of
second law of thermodynamics.
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Our interest in this work is to point out an interesting feature in the connection between
thermodynamic process of massless black holes with hyperbolic horizons in the (p, V )-plane
in the bulk and RG flows in the boundary CFT using a completely different diagnostic tool,
namely, Ruppeiner’s thermodynamic curvature[38]. We make use of Ruppeiner geometry, which
has its origins in thermodynamic fluctuation theory[39], with a positive or a negative sign of
the Ruppeiner scalar RN indicating (empirically) attractive or repulsive interactions among
the microscopic degrees of freedom[40]1. This approach has uncovered some unexpected and
interesting results for charged black holes in AdS spacetime recently. One result is worth men-
tioning, concerning long standing efforts to find a precise analogy of van der Waals liquid-gas
phase transition and phase transitions of black holes in AdS spacetimes, starting from the early
connection noted in [51, 52]. A precise relationship between the two systems is well established
in the extended phase space thermodynamic set up[53], with a few dissimilarities as well. For
instance, comparative study of a certain normalized Ruppeiner scalar RN for charged black
holes in AdS and van der Waals system reveals that, the former system shows the presence of
repulsive interactions among microstructures, a feature which is completely absent in the later
system [44, 45]. This observation has revived the interest in studying Ruppeiner scalar for a
wide variety of black holes to know about the nature of interactions from a phenomenological
macroscopic point of view, in analogy with day to day thermodynamic systems. More recently,
in an interesting paper it was found that Ruppeiner scalar RN turns out to be a universal con-
stant at the Hawking-Page phase transition point for AdS black holes [50], which might teach
us something new about nature of interactions.
The purpose of this letter is to point out that there is another important situation where the
Ruppeiner scalar is a constant and this happens for black holes in AdS spacetimes with hy-
perbolic horizons, which are counterparts of the system studied in [50] (where black holes with
spherical horizons were considered). However in the case of black holes with hyperbolic topol-
ogy, RN is found to be constant in a special thermodynamic process along a zero mass curve in
the (p, V )-plane, which is appropriately captured by the RG flow in the dual CFT.
Let us start then with the metric in (d + 1) spacetime dimensions with a general mass term,
in Einstein gravity together with a negative cosmological constant Λ. The metric we consider
is[54]:
ds2 = −f(ρ)dτ ′2 + dρ
2
f(ρ)
+ ρ2
(
du2 + sinh2(u)dΩ2d−2
)
. (1.2)
The lapse function is:
f(ρ) =
ρ2
L2
− µ
ρd−2
− 1 , (1.3)
with the horizon radius ρ = ρ+ obtained from the zeros of lapse function f(ρ+) = 0. µ is related
to the (ADM) mass of the black hole:
M(ρ+, L) =
(
(d− 1)wd−1
16piG
)
µ =
(
(d− 1)wd−1
16piG
)
ρd−2+
[(ρ+
L
)2 − 1] , (1.4)
1For a partial list of references with applications to black holes, see [41]-[50]
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where wd−1 stands for the volume of the hyperbolic space of unit radius. General properties of
these black holes in arbitrary dimensions were discussed in [33, 34, 55]. In particular, in d = 4,
such black holes were called “topological black holes” and their general properties as well ther-
modynamics were studied in[56–59]. The extended phase thermodynamics set up for this system
was studied in[14], where the mass of a black hole is taken to be the enthalpy[22]: M = H(S, p) =
U + pV , with first law containing additional terms as: dH = TdS + V dp, using p = − Λ8piG =(
d(d−1)
16piG
)
1
L2
.
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Figure 1: pV plot for 4-dimensional case:
Isotherms are shown in dashed red color
whose temperature decrease from top to bot-
tom (T = 0.225, 0.175, 0.125), T = 0 isotherm
is shown with blue color, while M = 0 curve
is shown with green color. The region above
the M = 0 curve has M > 0, while the region
(including the T = 0 curve) has M < 0 below
the M = 0 curve. Except T = 0 isotherm,
every isotherm crosses the M = 0 curve.
The black hole temperature T , thermodynamic volume
V , and entropy S are given by:
T =
(d− 2)
4pi
1
ρ+
[
16piG
(d− 1)(d− 2)ρ
2
+p− 1
]
, (1.5)
V =
wd−1ρd+
d
, (1.6)
S =
wd−1ρd−1+
4G
. (1.7)
Notice that here d ≥ 3, and the thermodynamic volume
is same as the geometrical volume. The equation of
state can be written from (1.5) as:
p =
(d− 1)
16piG
(
V d
ωd−1
)−2
d
(
4piT
( V d
ωd−1
) 1
d
+ d− 2
)
. (1.8)
Since the entropy S and thermodynamic volume V are
not independent, we note that the heat capacity at con-
stant volume, CV = 0, while, the heat capacity at con-
stant pressure Cp is positive and given by:
Cp =
(d− 1)ωd−1
4G
ρd−1+
(16piGpρ2+ − 2 + 3d− d2)
(16piGpρ2+ + 2− 3d+ d2)
.
(1.9)
Since CV = 0, the computation of normalized Ruppeiner scalar curvature RN can proceed via
the method in [44, 45], which for the present system of hyperbolic black holes turns out to be:
RN =
(d− 2)
2
(
4piT
(
V d
ωd−1
) 1
d + d− 2
)
(
2piT
(
V d
ωd−1
) 1
d + d− 2
)2 . (1.10)
RN shown above is for a black hole with any value of mass M . RN is plotted in figure-(2) which
is positive for all cases, with the M = 0 black hole line seen to clearly separate the M > 0
and M < 0 black holes cases. The curvature starts out at a higher value at smaller volumes,
where the negative mass black holes dominate, and continues to decrease, with lowest values
occurring for positive mass black holes at high volumes. The curvature does not have any
divergences signifying that there are no phase transitions between these different mass black
holes, but, it has a maximum value capped by the value obtained at T = 0. This behavior of
RN is very different from its counterpart in spherical horizon black holes, which show a phase
4
structure having both attraction and repulsion dominated regions [44, 45]. We now proceed to
find the value of curvature in the M = 0 case. The hyperbolic black hole shows certain unique
characteristics along the zero mass curve in the (p, V ) plane 2 [14]:
p (M=0) =
κ
V 2/d
, (1.11)
where
κ =
d(d− 1)
16piG
(wd−1
d
)2/d
. (1.12)
From eq. (1.4), it is clear that the zero mass curve can also be shown to satisfy the condition
ρ+ = L. In any dimensions d ≥ 3, these zero mass black holes have the temperature [14]:
T (M=0) =
1
2piLB
, (1.13)
and have positive Cp:
C (M=0)p =
4−d
(d(d−1)
Gp
) d−1
2 pi
1−d
2 ωd−1
G
. (1.14)
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Figure 2: The scalar curvature RN as a func-
tion of the volume V for 4-dimensions and
T = 0.225, 0.175, and 0.125 from bottom to
top (dashed red color). RN =
1
2
(Thick blue
line at the top) when T = 0, and RN = 3/8
(green line in the middle) when M = 0. The
shaded regions correspond to M < 0 (blue)
and M > 0 (pink).
Now, the normalized Ruppeiner scalar curvature
RN, computed along this zero mass curve is given by:
R
(M=0)
N =
d(d− 2)
2(d− 1)2 , (1.15)
which is positive and a universal constant (i.e., depend-
ing only on the number of spacetime dimensions), anal-
ogous, but different from the one obtained for Hawking-
Page transition curve [50]. Hawking-Page transition of
course has a beautiful interpretation as a confinement-
deconfinement phase transition in the dual CFT and
hence, it should be interesting work to explore what
the physical meaning of the universal constant com-
ing from the Ruppeiner scalar computed in that case
is. The zero mass curve considered here is not a phase
transition curve, but quite remarkably, also has a nice
CFT interpretation as representing the RG flow [14] as
seen from figure (3).
Discussion: Moving towards higher values of p along the massless curve of the black hole
corresponds to undergoing an RG flow in the dual field theory, as this operation results in
decrease in the number of degrees of freedom of field theory, while at the same time probing
long-wavelength physics (i.e., the radius of the ball LB in CFT in the IR is smaller). The com-
putation of Ruppeiner scalar RN in eqn. (1.10) shows that it depends on temperature T and
volume V (or equivalently entropy S) only. Consider first the case of zero mass curves in the
(p, V )-plane as shown in figure-(3). Temperature T in the bulk is inversely related to the radius
2There is quite a lot of region in the (p, V ) plane below the massless curve where there exist black holes with
negative mass [14, 33, 34] (see figure 1).
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LB of the ball in CFT, where as, the volume V or equivalently the entropy S is translated to
entanglement entropy, whose universal contribution was shown in eqn. (1.1).
(UV)
(IR)
M = 0
RG Flow
V
p
Figure 3: The zero mass curve representing
the RG flow.
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Figure 4: Variation of Ruppeiner scalar with
number of dimensions for zero mass black
holes. In the large d limit, RN approaches
the maximum value 1/2 for T = 0 case.
As T and V are changed in the bulk as per the equa-
tion of state in eqn. (1.11), which corresponds to the
changes induced on the field theory quantities (namely,
radius of the ball LB and central charges a
∗
d keeping
track of number of degrees of freedom), RN however
remains a constant. The constancy of the Ruppeiner
scalar on the massless curve (eqn. (1.15)), then points
towards a holographic prediction that RN should re-
main constant along a RG flow in the dual field theory
as well. This is quite remarkable considering the fact
that RG flow is a nontrivial process involving changes
in pressure and volume in the bulk, which in the bound-
ary can be understood as a constraint coming from the
first law of entanglement entropy [60, 61]. To under-
stand this from the bulk side, see figure-(3). Moving
away from the curve at fixed pressure (a horizontal
movement) corresponds to a perturbation of the ground
state of field theory (fixed CFT) with out effecting the
radius of the ball and will lead towards massive black
hole curves, with positive(negative) mass being above
(below) the massless black hole curve. Where as, a per-
turbation at fixed volume (a vertical movement away
from the massless curve) corresponds to going to a dif-
ferent CFT with a new central charge, with out effect-
ing the entanglement entropy and also keeping LB con-
stant [14]. Either of the aforementioned changes leads
to moving away from the massless curve in the (p, V )-
plane and the Ruppeiner scalar in eqn. (1.10) is no
longer a constant in any of these cases individually.
Hence, to stay on the massless black hole curve and go from UV to IR via the RG flow is
a certain special combination of moves in the plane keeping dM = 0 and our result is that RN
noted in eqn. (1.15), remains a constant in this special process. In the large d limit, RN in
eqn. (1.15) (plotted in figure-(4)) approaches the maximum value obtained at zero temperature.
This is analogous to the finding in [14] that the efficiency of holographic heat engines (M > 0
case) approaches the maximum allowed Carnot efficiency as the number of dimensions increases.
We also note that RN in eqn. (1.15) vanishes in d = 2, as in this case the equation of state
reduces to that of an ideal gas, which is a non-interacting system. Since, the RG flows in the
systems pointed out in this work have been studied earlier and they have known holographic
duals [62–66], it would be nice to check whether there are other instances where the Ruppeiner
scalar remains a constant and what it means for general holographic RG flows.
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